
Customers’ comments

PURELY
MADE IN JAPAN

This product is loved by many people 

including celebrities from the worlds 

of show business, sports and other 

fields.

Magical Ear Pick
Medical Pick（Ear pick made of pure titanium）

（Ear pick made of pure titanium）

Naniwa Iron Works Co.， Ltd.

Introducing a 100% Pure Titanium ear pick,

100% MADE IN JAPAN by skilled artisans

with over a half century

in metalworking experience.

Introducing a 100% Pure Titanium ear pick,

100% MADE IN JAPAN by skilled artisans

with over a half century

in metalworking experience.

Medical Pick



P O I N T

You may be concerned that it might hurt since it is made from metal.  However, the ultra-high precision finish of the Magical Ear Pick - which 

is the result of over a half century of experience in machining, will feel smooth and pain-free.

We will not be liable for any claims, injury or damages of any kind caused by improper use or handling of this product. 

1 Screw-shaped tip with different outside diameters is usedScrew-shaped tip with different outside diameters is used

The tip is shaped like a screw with large 
and small undulations. By making the tip 
fine, it reaches in deeply and the center’s 
large diameter will scrape out the earwax.
*Sense of use may vary between individuals.

2 Easy-to-hold hexagonal shape
Enclosed press manufacturing process
that doesn’t form burr is used

Easy-to-hold hexagonal shape
Enclosed press manufacturing process
that doesn’t form burr is used
Easy to hold hexagonal shape, completely smooth and burr-free due to 
enclosed-press manufacturing.  Smooth hexagonal shape is easy and 
comfortable to hold and control.

3 Pure titanium (99.85%) is usedPure titanium (99.85%) is used

People with metal allergies can use it without worry. Also, it is corrosion-resis-
tant and light weight. *Please note that in extremely rare cases, individuals 
may be allergic to titanium*

5 There is a wide color variationThere is a wide color variation

The color versions are created by coating the grip portion with a special 
4-layer hard spray coating*, while the high-grade versions are fabricated using 
real gold or platinum foil.  *Since these models are hand-sprayed, every one is 
unique and there may be variation between models of the same color. 

6 Perfect as a communication toolPerfect as a communication tool

It is a perfect tool for enhancing communication between families, parents and 
children, and lovers.

4 Made in JapanMade in Japan

World’s top level precision screw manufacturing technology is used for 
production.

*Graphic illustration *Actual image

Please use i t  as
a communication
tool!!

- Scrapes out earwax with its large
  and small undulations!
- A new level of comfort!
- With its screw-shaped tip,
  you’ll be able to remove tons of earwax!
- Once you use it, you’ll be addicted to it for sure!!
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¥2,980
(plus tax)

¥18,000
(plus tax)

¥16,000
(plus tax)

Color ver. (grip portion)

¥3,480
(plus tax)

Special ver.

HEXAGONAL SHAPE / TITANIUM

http://www.naniwa-iron.com

■ Head Office： 3-6-15， Benten， Minato-ku， Osaka-shi， 552-0007
　 TEL：06-6571-2171  FAX：06-6572-8858
■ Sakai Plant： 1191， Kusabe， Nishi-ku， Sakai-shi， 593-8312
　 TEL：072-272-0167  FAX：072-271-7984

Naniwa Iron Works Co.， Ltd.


